New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
August 15, 2018 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
Cathryn welcomed 20 members to our August meeting, including one new member Noelle D.
This was a great turnout for a summer evening and we had the show and tell to prove it!
Noelle has stitched on and off since she was young, but became hooked about 15 years ago.
She met Cathryn while stitching at Ridgewood. She used to do painted canvases but now she
prefers counted projects. She finds stitching relaxing.
Many of our members shared that they stitch every day – even if it’s only an inch or so – and
even if they get in at midnight. The advice to do this has saved them many times after a long,
rough day.
REMINDER: Due to holidays, our September and November meetings will be a week earlier
than normal: September 12 and November 14.
Heidi reported that NJNA now has 39 paid members. Rosie reported that the current bank
balance is $4564.24, but the effective balance is about $2000 lower.
The National ANG seminar in Washington DC starts on August 22! NJNA will be represented by
12 members. Sue C has coordinated with everyone who is going and distributed a list with cell
phone numbers and known plans.
The SOTM group is now two-thirds through Autumn Kaleidoscope; we meet on the second
Saturday of the month from 11:00 AM to about 4:00 PM. We currently have 24 stitchers in this
group and Noelle has asked to join as well! Linda posts tips on what we’ve jointly found during
our stitching. Those tips can be found under the SOTM tab on our website! Please visit our
NJNA blog for an up-close and personal look at the amazing colorways!
Sylvia announced that NJNA’s stitching workshop for Debbie Rowley’s “Explorations” will be
postponed until the spring of 2019. This will allow NJNA time to generate additional attendees;
currently eight people are enrolled. Needleworker’s Delight has offered to split the travel costs
for the workshop!
Monmouth Chapter will be offering a workshop in spring of 2019 with Ann Strite-Kurz. NJNA
will be offered available seats after one month of exclusive Monmouth sign-ups. Stay tuned for
more information in upcoming summaries.
Linda M reported on the World’s Longest Band Sampler Project being coordinated by the San
Francisco School of Needlework and Design. Please see the specifications for this project after
the Show and Tell portion of this summary. I hope that several members of NJNA will
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contribute to the project. Please see our website for examples of the band samplers that were
created during our round robin a few years ago: https://njneedleartists.org/programarchive/2010-round-robin-samplers/
NJNA has purchased the canvas, threads, and stitch guide for the “Children’s Classics Bookshelf”
book canvas by Alice Peterson. NJNA members will stitch this as a community service project
for the Bernards Township Library. We will have the Needlepoint Novelist draw the Library
Logo to be stitched. The two pieces will be framed together. Last month, we signed up for
what sections we were interested in stitching. Cathryn reported that most sections have
volunteers – she is still looking for someone to stitch “Where the Wild Things Are”. Please let
her know if you are interested! The threads and stitch guide were provided by Aristiea in
California.

“Children’s Classics Bookshelf” by Alice Peterson
Cathryn indicated that she had received many great ideas at last month’s meeting, including
someone to help with the audit of our books! Thanks to all – and please feel free to suggest
ideas at any time.
Cathryn described the programs for the next few months.
 September: Seminar Recap and Key Fob Project – free, but you need to sign up!
 October: Ribbon Embroidery Class by Pam from the Edwardian Needle, picture
below. The cost will be $20 for the kit; check must be received by the
September meeting (September 12).
 November: A competition for Pam G’s stash projects!
 December: Holiday Party!
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Pam Miller’s Ribbon Embroidery Class Piece
Following a lengthy show and tell, we had a multi-part discussion led by Cathryn and Marge.
 Cathryn reviewed the Judges’ Statement from the 2018 Woodlawn brochure.
 Ribbon winning pieces from Woodlawn (past and current) were displayed and
discussed.
 Andrea and Cathryn shared the critiques that they received for their 2018 entries.
 Marge reviewed an article called “5 Rookie Needlepoint Mistakes (And How You Can
Avoid Them)” by Serendipity Needleworks. Tons of discussion ensued! The article is
attached after the band sampler specifications at the end of this meeting summary.
Dee mentioned a new shop that had opened in NJ: The store is:
Stitch Adventure
253 Newton Sparta Road
Andover, NJ 07860
973-300-1773
info@StitchAdventure.com
This is a new quilting/knitting/crochet/hand embroidery store that carries Presencia cotton
floss. It is supposed to be a very nice, 6-ply floss that is color-fast. They have comparison
charts if you want to replace DMC numbers with a Presencia color.
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures. Everyone should feel free to e-mail me with
pictures and relevant information about their project and I will include them in the next
summary! Relevant information includes: piece name, designer, where finished, stitch help or
stitch guide info, other fun stuff – like who it’s for, why, etc.
Cheers,
Rosie
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Show and Tell

Linda M stitched this stunning “In This House … We Do Disney” sampler for Nora’s (her
daughter) first apartment. Nora picked the linen (40-count, New Castle Linen in Monet color)
and the stitching and frame are navy blue (2 strands, DMC 823). Linda combined two patterns:
one by Bees Cross Stitch and one by Rocking Horse Cross Stitch. Framed by Rob at the Framed
Image. I decided to devote a whole page to this piece so that you can read the wonderful
words!
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Cathryn stitched these two Kirk and Bradley ornaments for a friend who neither plays tennis
nor golf, but attended both Wimbledon and Carnoustie tournaments this year. The Carnoustie
ornament was originally for St. Andrews, so Cathryn had the Needlepoint Novelist paint over
the name and change the club house to look like the Carnoustie logo! How cool is that?
Framed together by Rob at Framed Image. Isn’t it refreshing to see ornaments framed?

Cathryn also stitched this Cooper Oaks canvas called “July 4 th Picnic” with a stitch guide by Tony
Minieri. Framed by Rob at Framed Image. Cathryn used this in our program discussion to tell
us that the sky/fireworks were supposed to be beaded. Cathryn took the piece into Rob before
she did the sky and they discussed how the beading would work with the framing. In the end,
Cathryn did NOT bead this area and she is delighted with the results. Her advice? It’s never too
early to consult with your finisher. See Rookie Mistake #5!
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Oh my stars! I can hardly believe that these are the same design: “Stars for the New
Millennium” by Tony Minieri. The one on the left is Sylvia’s in the Royalty colorway and framed
by Rob at Framed Image. On the right is Jill’s with her own color choices and framed by Helricks
in Dover. This was our 2017 SOTM project! Won’t NJNA have a stunning showing at Woodlawn
next year?

Marge K brought in this “Farmer’s Daughter Quilt” design by Jane Zimmerman which Marge
stitched in silver instead of gold. (Going rogue as usual, Marge!) Marge brought this in as part
of the Woodlawn ribbon winners – it was the only one that hadn’t already been featured in an
earlier NJNA meeting summary.
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Janet P presents her 40th and 41st Christmas stockings for our viewing pleasure; she finishes
them herself! The one on the left is for herself(!) – finally! The one on the right is for her
nephew’s wife – Janet finished stitching this years ago, but had to wait for the name! Forty-one
stockings – what a legacy!

This is Rosie’s “Kinky Boots” in The West’s Tucson colors! This charted design is by Laura Perin.
I can’t believe how much this frame enhances this simple design. Framing was chosen with Rob
at Framed Image.
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Do you recognize our guild project “Shell Games”? Rosie stitched this for her boss to give as a
wedding present to her son and his new wife. They got married on the beach and Virginia
picked up shells for it. We’ve had a tough time arranging a hand-off, so I volunteered to take it
to Rob at Framed Image for framing. Virginia requested a “beachy” look which I think we
accomplished with the sand and water colors and the driftwood frame! We are hoping to
arrange a hand-off while I am in DC for the ANG Seminar!

This is Hedgie by Ann Strite Kurz and stitched by Rosie at the EGA Seminar in Asheville. Rosie
had seen Hedgie framed at Woodlawn with a dark green mat, so all she could tell Rob was NOT
like that. I love the inner red mat which picks up the strawberry – my favorite part of the
design. Framing was by Rob at Framed Image.
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Rosie was the pilot stitcher for the boy’s birthday colorway of “Wishful Thinking” by Ann Strite
Kurz. I think the Scottie dogs looks so realistic! Framing by Rob at Framed Image. Waiting for
someone to have a boy baby to gift it over!

This is “Razzle Dazzle” by Ann Strite Kurz and stitched by Rosie for our SOTM in 2015. It only
took me three years to finish! It was not her favorite piece while she was stitching, but the
framing by Rob at Framed Image certainly improved it!
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Heidi sent me this photo of her Background Sampler by David McCaskill. She picked it up at
Edwardian Needle on Thursday (the day after our meeting) and she plans to give it to her
daughter before our next meeting. Finishing by Pam at Edwardian Needle! Pewter Colorway, I
believe!

Ellen S finished stitching this ornament of an African safari! It really looks great and the animals
really stand out. I’m not sure who the designer is – perhaps Ellen will fill us in when she has it
made into an ornament!
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Both of these colorful butterflies were stitched by Andrea B. The canvasses were by Nichols
and Pam at Edwardian Needle helped with stitch choices and with attaching the ladybug!
Andrea is debating about having them framed together in one frame or separately in identical
frames so that she can hang them together (or separately). So colorful and whimsical!
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Lastly, here is Heidi’s “Patriotic Topiary” by David McCaskill. Looking good, Heidi!
Heidi isn’t sure how she will have it finished – it will depend on “if” and “which” additional
topiaries she decides to stitch!

THE WORLD’S LONGEST BAND SAMPLER PROJECT
What would we do without social media? I learned through Facebook that July 30 is designated World Embroidery
Day. And, the second Friday in August is World Cross-Stitch Day. I now have those dates on my calendar and will
celebrate each year by taking at least a few minutes to work on a current project. Maybe a celebratory dessert will
be added as well!
World Embroidery Day was first celebrated in Sweden in 2011, initiated by a local group from the Swedish
Embroiderer’s Guild (Broderiakademin). They developed a manifesto for the day, celebrating the benefits of
embroidery. You can read more about World Embroidery Day at www.broderiakademin.nu.
The first World Cross-Stitch Day was held in 2014, started by a group of avid cross-stitchers. Their website
(www.worldcrossstitchday.com) includes information about cross-stitch terms, thread conversions, and tutorials.

WORLD’S LONGEST BAND SAMPLER
In celebration of this year’s World Embroidery Day, the San Francisco School of Needlework & Design (SNAD) has
launched a project to stitch the World’s Longest Band Sampler. And they are looking
for stitchers to help.
SNAD is inviting stitchers to create their own bands to add to the sampler. This band
can be an individual effort or the collaboration of a group. It is an ongoing project
with no set due date. I think it would be a really fun chapter project and terrific if we
could get a number of bands from this area! I have a few ideas in mind for a band of
my own and will likely participate in this project.
Band samplers were originally used as references for stitching household linens. They
provided the stitcher a record of stitches and patterns before the first printed designs
became available (about 1523). By the 17th century samplers evolved from a
reference source to a measure of the stitcher’s progress and achievement. Thus the
samplers became more elaborate with many motifs recording events and activities
significant to the stitcher.
The Victoria and Albert Museum website includes an extensive discussion of samplers
and band samplers that is well worth reading (www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/h/ahistory-of-samplers/). An internet search will result in numerous other references to
continue your exploration of this fascinating subject.
Dimensions
All of the bands will be sewn together at SNAD to create this sampler, so the only
restriction is that the individual bands be of uniform size. The finished dimensions of
the band must be 9 inches wide and between 3 and 5 inches tall, plus a 1-inch
allowance on all sides. The seam allowance will be used to sew the bands together, so
there should be no embroidery in these areas.

Sampler, Anne Buckett, 1656
Metropolitan Museum of Art

Content
In keeping with traditional embroidery samplers, the band should say something about the stitcher. In your
embroidery, please include as many elements from the following list as you feel appropriate:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Your name
Your location
Your age
The date or year of creation
Any imagery that is important to you! For example, this could include an image of your house, your family,
pets, or other things you like such as sports, travel, or your hobbies.

Technique & Fabric
Stitch your band using any embroidery technique you like, and on any fabric you like, so long as it can be readily
stitched to another band!
When you are done
 Mail it to SNAD
Mail your completed band to the address below and it will be added to the SNAD sampler:
San Francisco School of Needlework and Design
360 Post Street, Suite 604
San Francisco, CA 94108
 Fill out the Google Form
Go to https://www.sfneedleworkanddesign.org/the-worlds-longest-band-sampler-project/ to fill out the form,
which provides information about you and the techniques that you used.

SAN FRANCISCO SCHOOL OF NEEDLEWORK & DESIGN
A Home for Artists & Artisans
San Francisco School of Needlework and Design was founded in 2015 by passionate embroiderers, Lucy Barter and
Ellice Sperber. Ms. Barter was trained as an apprentice at the Royal School of Needlework in England and ran their
courses in the United States for eight years. Ms. Sperber earned her Diploma at the Royal School of Needlework.
The two met during the US-based courses and began envisioning a school of needlework that was not only based
in the United States, but would bring a fresh and modern creativity to the art form.
Their goal is to inspire the next generation of hand-embroidery artisans, building on traditional knowledge with
updated skillsets, expanded technical abilities and a fluent understanding of the vast methods.
The Needlework Tradition
Hand embroidery is one of the world’s most ancient crafts – found in cultures worldwide. There is a long and welldocumented story of American needlework, as it was taught as a part of a girl’s formal education from the colonial
period through the Victorian age. When teaching the craft ceased to be a formal part of a girl’s education, the art
form survived as the knowledge was passed along in families.
Needlework today is pursued both for art and fashion, yet few schools provide top-flight instruction and support
for needlework artists and artisans. San Francisco School of Needlework & Design offers a wide range of technique
classes taught by experienced and dedicated masters of the art – and a welcoming, collegial environment for
sharing the pleasures of this slow and infinitely rewarding craft. As stated on SNAD’s website Together, we will
create contemporary designs and art to bring this slow craft through the hyper-fast world of the 21st century.
You can read more about SNAD and see all of their offerings at www.sfneedleworkanddesign.org. This is now on
my “bucket list”!

5 rookie needlepoint mistakes
(AND HOW YOU CAN AVOID THEM)
After 25 + years of stitching and teaching others how to stitch, you can bet that I've seen (and made!)
every mistake in the book. I want to share some of those rookie mistakes with you here, along with
specific tactics to help you seamlessly bypass any unnecessary challenges that might get in the way.
These tactics took me years to learn, but you can take the lesson you discover here now and instantly
apply it as you develop your needlepoint skills.

mistake #1: fearing the transition from relying on professional
guidance to going full blown "d.i.y."
Have you ever been happily stitching along in a workshop when - wham - all of a sudden, the class is
over? It's time to pack up and you're nowhere near being finished with your piece. (In fact, you have
so many dangling threads, you'll be lucky if you ever get them all untangled!)
Does it feel like a kaleidoscope of butterflies just took flight in your stomach? Or do you just calmly
take your project home - and put it in the closet? And what about when you take it out weeks later
only to find that you can't remember anything you learned in class?
It can be pretty overwhelming - and frustrating - to feel that way. But it's really not as bad as you
think.
Takeaway: The right perspective will give you a seamless transition.
Yes, taking a class with a professional teacher or using a published stitch guide gives you a bit of an
advantage, but you're already a needlepointer. Whether you've stitched one project or a hundred,
you're smart, you're capable, and you're going to develop your needlepoint skills so you can stitch
with confidence.
This shift is about mindset. I believe you're just as smart as your stitching group girlfriends. And I
believe you can follow the Needlepoint Success System to create your very own masterpiece.
Henry Ford hit the nail on the head when he said, "Whether you think you can, or you think you can't you're right." Now, are you with me? Are you a "can-do" kinda gal? I thought so! ; )
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mistake #2: lack of a master plan
Once you've committed to a "can-do" attitude, it's your job to do the work. Begin by choosing a
canvas that you want to tackle, but make it a small piece to ensure a quick win.
Think about how you might want to use the stitched canvas. How will it be finished? Will it be framed?
Will you have it made into an ornament? Are you going to keep it, or will you gift it to someone?
Next, evaluate the canvas. Look carefully at the main design element(s). What is the focal point of the
piece? What is the color scheme? Would you like to make any color changes?
Make a list of the design elements and begin browsing through stitch books to get some ideas for
stitches that might work well. Make a list for thread options, too. Browse through your thread stash
and set aside any threads you think might work well.
Get our your doodle canvas and try a few of the stitches with some of the threads you've pulled. Do
you like the results? If not, did you consider the "real life" texture of a design element when you were
brainstorming stitches? Not sure what I'm talking about? Think about a brick sidewalk. Many times,
bricks are laid in a herringbone pattern. If you want to mimic a herringbone pattern on the sidewalk
that's painted on your canvas of a city scene, look for a stitch that resembles the "real life" image of a
sidewalk where the bricks are laid in a herringbone pattern.
Takeaway: Get intentional with your planning.
I've developed my skills in choosing the perfect stitches for my projects by spending quality time on
the planning stage - and you can, too.
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mistake #3: using too many "fussy" stitches and novelty threads
There's both an art and a science to creating a successful stitch guide for your needlepoint canvas.
The art is in the look and feel of the stitches and threads you choose. The science comes in with how
much of each of the elements you implement and how you craft the plan.
In the past, I made the mistake of using decorative stitches and novelty threads on every single part
of a canvas. I kid you not, sometimes I used so many different threads and stitches that it made my
head hurt to look at what I'd created. What happened was that I'd used ENTIRELY too much - too
many different stitches and too many sparkly threads. And the end result was not good!
You can't depend on more being better. You need to respect the integrity of the design and
incorporate just enough fancywork to add visual interest.
Takeaway: Use your stitch and thread choices to enhance the painted canvas.
I recommend that for a small design, like a Christmas ornament, you use no more than 5 - 7
decorative stitches. And keep the threads under control, too. A few metallics can go a long way on a
petite canvas.
Keeping the stitches and threads simple, while strategically placing them, will create a more eyecatching finished piece. And remember to always include basketweave/tent stitch on every piece you
do so the eyes have a place to rest.
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mistake #4: not mastering how to execute a stitch before trying it on
your project
This mistake really cost me in the past. Once I'd chosen which stitches and threads I wanted to use on
a canvas, I'd jump right in and start stitching. What I didn't do was practice those stitches on a doodle
canvas to make sure I was executing the stitch properly and that the thread I'd chosen was a good
match. And I'll bet you can guess what happened! Yep...I did a lot of frogging. (You know...rip it, rip it!)
The thing is, practicing on a doodle canvas will help you iron out any problems before you begin
stitching on your precious (and, many times, pricey!) painted canvas. Now, I'm not saying that if you
practice your stitches on a doodle canvas you'll never have to rip anything out, but it will surely cut
down on the amount of frogging you have to do.
It also gives you the opportunity to work on those (sometimes maddening!) compensating stitches.
You know - those "partial" stitches that you have to use to make decorative stitches fit into the
painted spot on your canvas.
Takeaway: Use your doodle canvas to practice, practice, and practice some more.
Practicing stitches and trying out threads on a doodle canvas ensures that you end up with a finished
project your really love. And it reduces the chances of making costly mistakes (like cutting a hole in
your canvas!). Yes, I've done that, too - on my daughter's Christmas stocking. : /
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mistake #5: not planning for how a stitched canvas will be finished
I used to stitch canvases without much (if any!) thought to how I'd have them finished. When I got
done with the stitching, I'd put my piece in the "done" box and pull out another one to start, leaving
that one languishing in the closet. (Read: Using the Scarlett O'Hara method of thinking about that
tomorrow - after all, I had a new project to stitch!)
You cannot afford to let finishing be an afterthought! Your finishing plans directly affect the stitching
process. For example, if you're stitching a pillow that will be placed on a sofa that gets used a lot,
you'll need to use sturdy thread and stitches . On the other hand, if you're stitching a piece that will
be framed or made into a Christmas ornament, you have much more freedom in both stitch and
thread selection.
Takeaway: Take as long as you need to when deciding how you'll have your stitched piece finished.
I can't stress this enough: How you plan to have your needlepoint canvas finished should be one of
the first things you decide - BEFORE you begin stitching. Of course, you also need to consider where
the pillow (or picture or ornament, etc.) is going to "live". Will it be a gift for a special friend or family
member? Or is it something that you plan to keep?
After you make a decision about how the canvas will be finished, you can begin creating your master
plan for your project. And that's the reeeaaaaalllllly fun part!
Remember, your ability to choose the best stitches and threads for your needlepoint projects is a
process. And when you have a great plan, intimate knowledge of how to evaluate a canvas and apply
the principles of design to your project, and belief in yourself, you have everything it takes to create a
beautiful one-of-a-kind needlepoint treasure. Take a deep breath and dive in - you can do this! (And
I've got your back.)
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